
Mid Atlantic Video & Photography Productions 
 Modeling contract  

With 
Model 

 
1. Model must provide a drivers license ID to prove age of over 18 for legal reasons. 

 
2. Model will receive photos 6 week to 2 months after the photo shoot. 

 
3. Model will receive high quality photos and lo-res photos which would be perfect for printing and using on the Internet. 

 
4. Mid Atlantic Video & Photography would ask that Model come ready with hair and makeup already done or have everything ready to do. 

French nails and a nice tan, having all outfits ready and jewelry and accessories ready for the photo shoot. 
 

5. Model has the right place for photos on there website, Facebook, Twitter, or any other social media website. The only requirement is that 
they're must give credit to Mid Atlantic Video & Photography Production. 

 
The credit must be listed this way 
 Photography by  
Mid Atlantic Video & Photography Production  
410 258 3832   
www.MAVPP.com 
@thecruises 

 

6. Model is responsible for her own transportation unless otherwise specified. 
 

7. Each photos shoot will be planned out in detail before the photo shoot. Each photo shoot will have the theme associated with it. 
 

 
8. Model gives Mid Atlantic Video & Photography Production permission to advertise her image on our website and social media channels. 

 
9. Model is responsible for bringing her own outfits unless we arrange other plan prior to the photo shoot. 

 
 

10. Model and Mid Atlantic Video & Photography Production have the right to liquidate business relationship between both parties.  This must 
be in written notice with a 90-day warning. 

 
 

11. If at any time any of the party decides that they must file lawsuit against the other party all lawsuits or legal matters must be held in the 
state of Maryland only. 

 
12. Model is responsible to be at the photo shoot a minimum of a half an hour before the photo shoot start time.  

 
13. Model is not allowed to alter the photo in anyway. Model is not allowed to put filters on the photograph. Model is not allowed to crop 

out logo, Replacing, Disguise or modify our logo in anyway.  If we find our photos posted in properly with filters or cropped out 
logos we will require our photos to be taken down immediately. Model understand this and will agree to this policy. 

 
14. Photo shoot will be ______ you can make payment by cash or credit card. If you use a credit card a 3% convenience charge will be 

charged to the bill. Full payment is required before photo shoot. 
 

 
 
 

 
                                      ___________________________________________________ 

Mid Atlantic Video & Photography Productions                      Date 
Paul A. Belletiere, ACC 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________________ 
Model                                                                  Date 


